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 Mobile web browsing usually becomes time-consuming moreover it requires 
horizontal and vertical scrolling. In addition to this, users interested in only a 
section of a web page are often burdened with cumbersome whole web 
contents that not only do not properly fit their mobile screens but also require 
a lot of delivery time. This problem can be addressed and resolved with the 
help of a mobile web content adaptation system. The system will enable 
users to access the target content faster on a mobile device. Existing web 
content adaptation systems focus on resizing contents to fit a mobile device 

and removing unnecessary contents from the adapted web page. To the best 
of our knowledge there is no web content adaptation system that rearranges 
the web contents to reduce the time taken for locating information on a web 
page. This research aims to address the gap by proposing a technique for web 
content adaptation. GreedyAdapter re-arranges the sequence of the blocks 
from a large web page while maintaining the relationship between the blocks 
with respect to content. It filters out unnecessary information by allowing 
users to see the most relevant blocks of a web page. In order to achieve this 

greedy algorithm is proposed. The proposed algorithm will first assign 
weights and profits to blocks of a web page. The algorithm will then select 
the best blocks based on a greedy heuristic and deliver them to handheld 
devices. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The present era of 21st century has launched a new revolution of computing which is called mobile 

computing. Among all the mobile computing devices mobile phone is the most popular and mobile internet 

browsing is part of the ubiquitous computing. Over the last few years people have started using the network 

ready mobile devices like handheld computers, PDAs and smart phones to access the internet. Alexander 

Blekas [1] defines the term mobile device as a device specially designed for synchronous and asynchronous 

communication while the user is on the move [1]. The term “Mobile Web” was introduced when internet 

services for mobile devices started to use html based (W3C) standards for delivery [2]. However, mobile 

phones provide good mobility but very limited computational capabilities and screen size [3]. It is not 

pleasant for the mobile phone users to browse web pages via mobile devices because of low screen 

resolution, limited memory, processing speed and slow network [3], [4]. 
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Since most of the existing web contents are originally designed to be displayed on the desktop 

computers, so the content delivery without layout adjustment and content adaptation makes the contents inapt 

for the mobile devices. Therefore, users need to scroll the screen horizontally and vertically to find the 

desired content, small screens provide less visible opportunities at any given time, requiring users to rely on 

their short term memory to build an understanding of web information [5]. Thus, each process of searching 

and browsing can be frustrating because most of the web sites are designed for the standard desktop display 

and thereby make most of these web contents unpleasant for mobile screen view [6]. 

The main purpose of this research is to create mechanism to adapt the web contents for smart phones. 

Many types of contents are used in the web to represent the information. So, this paper focuses on the 

techniques needed to adapt all kinds of text contents and also focuses on the techniques to change the html 

elements of the image, audio, flash and video contents in the web page so that the contents appear properly 

on the mobile screen. 

In this paper, our proposed techniques which adapt web contents to improve mobile web browsing. The 

GreedyAdapter improves the web content accessibility by assigning profit to each object of a web page 

according to the user preferences. Then it assigns weigh to each object according to the properties of the 

object and changes the content resolution if required. It also uses the greedy algorithm to select the most 

profitable objects and generates subpages with the limit of the weights.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, provides detailed background of other 

existing deployed mobile content adaptation systems and discusses about the other adaptation frameworks. 

The proposed framework of GreedyAdapter, detailed comparisons with other existing systems are described 

in detail in section 3. In section 4, provides the analysis of the results of the experiments. Finally, presents the 

summary of the investigation and report in section 5. 

 

 

2. REKATED WORKS 

Many types of mobile web content adaptation systems have been deployed but only a few of them like 
Google Wireless Transcoder [7] and Skweezer [9] have been commercialized for public use and the 

techniques they use to deploy the systems are not open to public. On the other hand, in order to develop and 

improve the much needed mobile web content adaptation frameworks researchers over the years have applied 

different types of experimental methods of which some are automated and some semi-automated. The next 

section discusses both the deployed and experimental systems in detail. 

 

2.1 Deployed Web Content Adaptation Systems 

 

There are many deployed adaptation systems which not only contain most of the required adaptation 

features but also serve all kinds of web pages for mobile devices. The Google Wireless Transcoder (GWT) 

[7] is a mobile web content adaptation system useful in navigating to numerous web sites that are not 

optimized for mobile web browsing. The Google Wireless Transcoder is not only unable to deliver image and 

text on the same line but also doesn’t support any audio and video file. Moreover, it does not resize the 

images for adaptation [8]. Skweezer [9] is another type of mobile web content adaptation system. It adapts 

the web site which is designed for the desktop environment browsing and allows its users to access their 

favorite sites from mobile phones. Skweezer is unable to adapt image files like png, tif and tga, along with 

audio and video files. Therefore, these types of multimedia files don’t appear in the web pages after 

Skweezer adaptation. Thus, its main shortcoming is the failure to adapt some of the pages which contain 

these types of files [10]. 

 

2.2 Experimental Adaptation Frameworks for Mobile Devices 
There are experimental web content adaptation systems have been developed over the years like the CMo, 

Annotation-based Web document Framework, Xadaptor, Web Page Tailoring Framework and Context-

Aware Content Filtering & Presentation for Pervasive & Mobile Information System.  

The CMo [11] uses proxy-based architecture to adapt web contents for handheld devices. This system 

reduces information overload and thereby allows its users to see the most relevant fragments of the web 

pages and to navigate between fragments if necessary. It captures the context of the links and applies a 

simple topic boundary detection technique to identify the contents. Moreover, it uses the context to identify 

the relevant information on the next page with the help of Vector Machine. 
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A web clipping technique is used in the Annotation-based Web document Framework [12]. Web clipping 

is a technique where the system extracts and represents some parts of an HTML document for the mobile 

browser. An HTML annotation or parsers generally declare the properties that qualify for a particular portion 

of a target document.  The system annotates some parts of the web page and provides the annotated contents 

to the content adaptation engine. The web clipping technique modifies the HTML structure, breaks the page 

into smaller parts and creates separate new pages with titles. Once in a while, it removes unnecessary objects 

from the smaller new pages. The working principle of this method is to read the web page, tag some parts of 

the page and regenerate the web page for mobile web browsing.  

Xadaptor [13] uses rule-based and fuzzy logic approaches to adapt web pages. The rule-based approach 

assists extensible, systematic and adaptive content adaptation. Moreover, it integrates adaptation mechanisms 

for various content types to categorize them. Rules are applied based on user defined preferences. The HTML 

objects are transformed into content and pointer objects and the system uses the content parser to separate the 

objects from the HTML markup. It also reformats the standard tables from the HTML objects by using fuzzy-

rules. Xadaptor is a semi-automated system and the users need to assign some parameters to adapt the 

contents. 

The Web Page Tailoring System [14] facilitates personalization of user's mobile web browsing. By using 

this system, a mobile user can easily retrieve the important section of a web page that he would like to read 

every day. Moreover, the sequences of the blocks are rearranged by the support of a vision-based page 

segmentation algorithm. This system uses java script to trace the sections of the web page. First, the user 

needs to configure the preferences of a web page by using the desktop computer. Then the user needs to 

configure from the mobile browser in order to use the system. Most of the steps for these adaptation 

frameworks are same but the techniques are different from each other. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

The GreedyAdapter is a semi-automated mobile web content adaptation system. The GreedyAdapter runs 

on a proxy server and all the adaptation process runs on the proxy server. This framework is called 

GreedyAdapter because greedy heuristics are used to select and deliver the web contents. The greedy 

algorithm always makes a choice that is best suited to a current state based on a cost function. When the user 

requests for a web page (Figure 1), the GreedyAdapter adapts the content and delivers it on the mobile 

screen. Figure 2 illustrates the framework of the GreedyAdapter. Firstly, according to a user’s request for a 

web page the GreedyAdapter downloads the page. Secondly the GreedyAdapter constructs an HTML tree 

from the web page. Thirdly, the algorithm identifies important blocks from the HTML tree. The profit 

assignment algorithm in turn assigns a profit to each object of a block. The pre-processing algorithm 

modifies the inappropriate object elements. The weight assignment algorithm assigns weight to each object 

of the HTML tree. The greedy algorithm selects the best profitable blocks from the HTML tree. Fourthly if 

the user opens a navigation link, then the GreedyAdapter sends the HTML tree to content identification after 

navigating to another page. Finally the GreedyAdapter sends the subpages to the user’s mobile devices. 
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the GreedyAdapter page. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2. The framework of the GreedyAdapter. 

 

 

3.1 A Tree-Based Model of Web Pages 

 

Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) is the generic name for the group of languages that form the 

lingua franca of the World Wide Web [15]. All the web pages represent the contents in HTML format. The 

mobile web browsers also use the HTML objects to represent the contents. An HTML file can be easily 

converted into a tree structure and dynamic updates can be easily performed on the web page by modifying 

the tree. An HTML tree is defined as T = (V, E), where V is the set of vertex and E is the finite set of edges 

in the tree [16], [17]. Each node of the tree contains an HTML object. 

 

3.2 Identification of Important Blocks 

The HTML tree is then fed as input into an algorithm that identifies important blocks. This algorithm uses 

depth-first traversal method to traverse the tree. It identifies the important blocks (which are identified by 

using structure functionality [3] and only contain the important information [18]) by analysing their HTML 
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elements and keeps the important blocks in the HTML tree [19]. If the algorithm identifies any object like 

Java Script and CSS (<script>, <style>) [20] then it prunes these objects from the html tree. These objects are 

not important for mobile viewing [10]. Figure 3 outlines the algorithm for identifying the important blocks. 

The input is an HTML tree T, the output is another tree T that contains only the important blocks, v is a 

vertex and e is an edge of the tree, structure functionality [3] is a set of HTML tags that helps to identify the 

important blocks. The algorithm traverses the branches of the html tree and searches for the structure 

functionality (refer to line 2). This algorithm filters the html tree and retains only the important block 

contents. Then it sends the html tree to the Assignment of Profit to Blocks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Algorithm for identification of important blocks 

 

3.3 Assignment of Profit to Blocks 
Figure 4 shows the selecting object algorithm and each object of the html tree contains a profit which is a 

positive numeric value. The profit is assigned according to the html element properties of the object. Figure 5 

illustrates the profit algorithm where profit is assigned to the object if the object type matches with the user 

defined preferred objects like User Search Object, Text Object, Multimedia Object and Hyperlink Object 

[21].   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Algorithm for selecting objects. 

 

When the user uses the (User Search Object) search option (see Figure 1), the profit assignment 

algorithm assigns profit to the matched objects in the html tree. In Figure 5 (refer to lines 1-2) the algorithm 

shows that if the search keyword matches with the object then it multiplies 500 (this numeric value is used to 

assign high profit points because the user is searching for the target content) with the number of matches (the 

number of matched word in the object are counted. Sometimes one object contains more than one matched 

word) and then assigns profit points to vp for the matched object.  

A number of html elements are used to decorate and format [21], [26] the objects. All these types of 

html elements are used to make the contents more attractive to the readers as these types of contents contain 

foremost information. If the users select the text option (see Figure 1), then the algorithm assigns profit to the 

text object. Figure 5 (refer to lines 3-4) illustrates part of the profit assignment algorithm. If the algorithm 

finds any decoration object then it assigns 1 profit point to vp for each matched html element because in most 

cases one object contains many decoration html elements. 

Input:  
T is a tree; 

Output: 
T contains only important blocks; 

Visit(T,v) 
1. Perform visit the vertex v; 
2. If v match with structure functionality Then 
3.   If v has neighbor Then 
4.     For all neighbor e of v Do 
5.       Visit(T,e); 
6.       If e do not match with structure functionality Then 
7.         Remove all the neighbor of e;  
8. Else 
9.   Remove all the neighbor of v;        
 

Input: 

T is a tree; 

Output: 

T with profit and weight; 

Variables: 

 v is a vertex; 

 

Traverse(T,v) 

1. Perform visit of the node v; 

2. AssignmentOfProfit(v); 

3. Preprocessing(v); 

4. AssignmentOfWeight(v); 

5. If v has neighbor Then 

6.   For all neighbor e of v do 

7.     Traverse(T,e); 
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All the web pages use hyperlinks to enhance navigation to other sections of the web page or another web 

site. There are two kinds of hyperlinks available such as Independent and Dependent hyperlinks [21]. If the 

users select any of the link options (see Figure 1) the profit algorithm assigns profit according to the 

hyperlinks and text length of the object. In Figure 5 (refer to lines 6-7) the algorithm shows that it searches 

for the Dependent hyperlinks in the objects then it adds the text length of the hyperlink and 4 points to vp as 

profit for the object. Then (refer to lines 8-9) the algorithm searches for the Independent hyperlinks in the 

objects and adds the text length of the hyperlink with 1 point (assigns low profit) to vp as profit for the object. 

If the user selects the multimedia option (see Figure 1) the profit algorithm assigns profit to the object 

according to the multimedia object’s height and weight. Whenever the multimedia content pixels dimension 

is less, the profit is low but when this dimension is high the profit points are also high. Moreover, when the 

image width is less than 21 pixels this algorithm does not assign profit to the object because these images 

consider not. In Figure 5 (refer to line 11) the algorithm shows the object height (the height of the object) 

being multiplied with object width (the width of the object) and divided by 300 (variable 300 is the threshold 

to limit the multimedia profit points). Afterwards vp is assigned as profit for the object. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Algorithm for assignment of profit to each object of a block. 

 

Subsequently after the completion of all the profit assignment processes the system adds the total profits 

of all objects of a block to form a group profit and reassigns the profit of objects with this new value of group 

profit to each object in that block. So, in other words all the objects of the block carry the same profits. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Geometric order of the objects. 

 

In the next step the system assigns profit according to the Geometric order of a web page which means 

the sequence of contents arrangement or display in a web page [11]. The Geometric order is very important 

to retain the original relationship among the objects in the block. Figure 6 illustrates the geometric order of 

the block objects of the web page where O1 gets the highest profit because it appears at the top of the block. 

O10 gets the lowest profit because it appears at the bottom of the block. The system searches all the blocks 

and assigns profit to the objects by geometric order of a web page. After finishing the profit assignment 

process the html tree is sent to the Pre-Processing of Blocks. 

Input:  
v is a vertex of a tree; 

Output: 
v with profit; 

AssignmentOfProfit (v) 
1. If search keyword matches with v and preference enable Then 
2.   Assign profit to vp = vp + 500 × number of match; 
3. If decoration object matches with v and preference enable Then 
4.   Assign profit to vp = vp + 1 ; 
5. If hyperlink object matches with v and preference enable Then 
6.   If hyperlink is related to the other objects Then 
7.     Assign profit to vp = vp + 4 + text length; 
8.   If hyperlink is not related to the other object Then 
9.     Assign profit to vp = vp + 1 + text length; 
10. If multimedia object matches with v and preference enable and multimedia object resolution > 20 Then 
11.   Assign profit to vp =  vp + ( object height × object width / 300) ; 
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3.4 Pre-Processing of Blocks 
A number of HTML elements are used to format data and to highlight influential information for 

decoration purposes [3]. For mobile phone web browsing these kinds of supplementary formatted data 

presentation are not essential. Therefore, it is better to remove and edit these types of html elements. These 

kinds of objects need to be resized for better presentation and for effective web browsing on a mobile phone 

[22],[25]. The pre-process algorithm (Figure 7) first extracts all the html decoration elements and modifies 

the background colour of these elements from the html tree. Second, it edits the multimedia content 

dimension properties. If the multimedia content's height and width is more than mobile screen resolution then 

it reduces the multimedia content’s resolution and maintains the original aspect ratio of the multimedia 

content and reduces the resolution which is compatible to the mobile phone screen. After the completion of 

the pre-process assignment the html tree is sent to the Assignment of Weight to Blocks. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Algorithm for pre-processing the objects. 

3.5 Assignment of Weight to Blocks 

This algorithm assigns weight to each object according to text length and multimedia object’s resolution. 

If the algorithm encounters any text content in the object then it counts the text length, transforms its length 

into pixels and assigns weight to the object. Figure 8 (refer to lines 1-2) shows how the algorithm transforms 

the text length into pixels. Here vw is the weight of an object, 10 is the pixel size of a single character, and 30 

(pixels) is the threshold for each single line, number of text character is the number of characters in the 

object [13]. Next if it finds any multimedia object in the html tree it checks the object’s properties. If the 

multimedia object’s resolution is specified in the html element then it takes the resolution for the weight; in 

other respects the algorithm checks the multimedia content and gets the resolution by itself. Figure 8 (refer to 

lines 3-4) shows the algorithm where the height of the image is the height of the multimedia content and the 

width of the image is the width of the multimedia content. The vw is the weight of the object which contains 

the area of the multimedia object. After the completion of this process the html tree is sent to the greedy 

algorithm. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Algorithm for assignment of weight to each object of a block. 

 

Input:  

v is a vertex of the Tree; 

Output: 

v with new height and width; 

Variables: 

 height, width are the object height and weight; 

DeviceWidth, DeviceHeight are the mobile screen height and weight; 

200 is the threshold for an image; 

 

Preprocessing(v) 

1. Iscreen = (DeviceWidth / DeviceHeight) × 200; 

2. If v is decoration or highlight element Then 

3.   Remove the element from v and change the background color properties and reduce the font size; 

4. If v is multimedia element and multimedia height, width more than Iscreen Then 

5.   Ratio = height / width; 

6.   If  height > Iscreen Then 

7.     newheight = Iscreen; 

8.     newwidth = height / Ratio; 

9.   Elseif  width > Iscreen Then 

10.     newwidth = Iscreen; 

11.     newheight = width × Ratio; 

12. update v with the  newwidth and newheight; 

 

 

Input:  
v is a vertex of a tree; 

Output: 
v with weight; 

AssingWeight(v) 
1. If v is text object Then 
2.   Assign weight to vw = vw + (30 + 10 × number of text character); 
3. If v is image object and image height or width pixels > 20 Then 
4.   Assign weight to vw = vw + (height of the image × width of the image); 
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3.6 Greedy Algorithm for Selection of Blocks 
The Greedy Algorithm picks the most profitable objects from the HTML tree and limits the objects’ 

quantities in every subpage by the weight of the objects. The total weight of the objects can’t exceed the 
mobile screen resolution (height × width) for each subpage. Thus, the greedy algorithm selects the most 

profitable objects according to the user defined preferences and the weight must be less than or equal to the 

mobile screen resolution.  

Figure 9 illustrates the greedy algorithm process where contentsi is the HTML tree object, wi is the 

weight and pi is the profit allocated by the ith item and A is the area based on the mobile screen resolution 

(height × width). The greedy algorithm selects the highest profitable objects with object weight lower or 

equal to A; the process stops when weight exceeds the area A (refer to line 1). The algorithm then delivers 

the selected contents in a subpage. The next and previous buttons are used to navigate the next and previous 

subpages. If the user selects the next page, then p selects the maximum profitable objects (refer to lines 2-3) 

and if the user selects the previous page, then p selects the minimum profitable objects (refer to lines 4-5). 

Thus, in this process the greedy algorithm creates subpages from the html tree. The first subpage contains the 

most important information for the users. And compared to this first subpage the second subpage contains 
less important information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Greedy algorithm for selecting blocks to display on mobile device. 

3.7 Content Identification after Navigating to another Page 

Some web pages only display the condensed information (as link) on the home page. In such cases users 

need to navigate to another page to read the full contents of the condensed information (link) [11]. The 

Greedy algorithm, which identifies the important contents from the newly opened page according to the 

navigation content of the first page, provides only the related contents to the user. This in turn helps users to 

access the target contents faster. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Input: 
contents are tree objects; 

Output: 
subpage contain objects; 

Variables: 
i is the number of offset; 
A is the resolution of the mobile screen; 
w is the weight; 
next is the next button; 
previous is the previous button;  

 p is the profit; 
Greedy( ) 
1. while weight < A Do 
2.   If next = true Then 
3.      Do i = best new selected contents according by p

i
 maximum value;  

4.   Elseif previous = true Then 
5.      Do i = best old selected contents according by p

i
 minimum value; 

6.   If weight + w
i
 ≤ A Then 

7.     subpage = subpage append contents
i
 

8.     weight = weight + w
i
 

9. i go to next offset until n; 
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Figure 10. (a) The adapted CNN page by GreedyAdapter on handheld before navigating “Russia warns over 

NATO missile shield”, (b) the first subpage of adapted version of the navigated page, (c) the second subpage 

of the adapted page. 

 

Figure 10.a shows the adapted home page of the CNN web site. Suppose a user selects the “Russia warns 

over NATO missile shield” link to read the main content this algorithm adapts the newly opened page, 

identifies the important blocks from the html tree and searches for the related contents “Russia warns over 

NATO missile shield” in the html tree. Then it selects those objects which match with the related content. 

Figure 10.b depicts the first subpage after the adaptation of the navigated page and Figure 10.c shows another 

subpage containing the contents related to “Russia warns over NATO missile shield”. This algorithm first 

searches for all the text objects then assigns profit points if the objects’ text matches with the navigation text. 

Secondly, the algorithm searches for the multimedia objects and assigns profit points if the objects’ metadata 

(multimedia content) matches with the navigation text. After the completion of this process the html tree is 

sent to the Pre-Processing of Blocks. 

3.8 The Implementation and Applications of GreedyAdapter 

Figure 11.a displays the BBC home page as a standard desktop computer view and Figure 11.b shows the 

same web page in the iPod where a user needs to scroll in both directions to reach the target contents. Figure 

11.c shows the BBC home page in the iPod after being adapted by the GreedyAdapter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. (a) desktop version BBC homepage, (b) desktop version BBC homepage in mobile, (c) desktop 
version BBC homepage adapted by GreedyAdapter. 
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3.9 Comparison of GreedyAdapter with Experimental Frameworks 
There are numerous significant differences between the proposed content adaptation techniques namely 

the GreedyAdapter and the other existing experimental content adaptation techniques. As a consequence the 
Xadaptor [13], WebPage Tailoring System [14] and CMo [11] have been selected for comparing the 

components. The proposed GreedyAdapter framework consists of five components. Table 1 depicts the 

comparison between the experimental framework components.   

Table 1. Comparison of framework components 

Components Used 
(1) 

Xadaptor 

(2) CMo 

System 

(3) Web Page 

Tailoring 

System 

(4) 

GreedyAdapter 
Comments 

User preferences Yes Yes Yes Yes 

System 1 and 3 uses predefined user 

preferences from database but system 2 and 

4 uses dynamic preferences from the users. 

Transfer web page to 

Tree 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

System 1 use structure tree, system 2 use 

frame tree, system 3 use DOM tree and 

system 4 use simple html tree. 

Block identification Yes Yes Yes Yes 
System 1- 4 identify the blocks by using 

html tags. 

Object identification Yes No No Yes 
System 1and 4 identify the objects by using 

html tags. 

Html elements 

modification 
Yes No No Yes 

System 1 modifies the html elements 

according to the user database but system 4 

modifies the html elements according to the 

mobile screen size (auto detected). 

Block sequence re-

arrange for display 
No No No Yes 

System 4 re-arranges the blocks by the user 

preferences. 

Mechanism to select 

the target contents 

for display 

No Yes Yes Yes 

System 2 delivers the related information, 

System 3 delivers information according to 

the tag pattern matching and system 4 

delivers exact information. 

 
According to Table 1, unlike other frameworks that do not re-arrange the sequence of the blocks, the 

GreedyAdapter retains the original relationship among the objects, rearranges the blocks and then delivers 

them to the user’s mobile phone. This feature, as stated earlier, helps the users to reach the target contents 

faster and thereby makes the GreedyAdapter more efficient and effective.  

3.10 Time Complexity Comparisons of GreedyAdapter with Experimental Frameworks  
This section discusses the time complexity of some algorithms involved in the GreedyAdapter and other 

frameworks. Table 2 illustrates the comparison of the algorithms where the first one is the blocks 

identification algorithm. In the GreedyAdapter blocks identification algorithm as seen in Figure 3 the 

complexity is O(n) because the algorithm uses an iterative loop and recursive function where n is the number 

of vertex. The FindBlocks [11] algorithm uses iterative loops. So the complexity of the algorithm is O(n), 

where n is the number of nodes in frame tree. Secondly, in the proposed objects identification algorithm the 

complexity is O(n+e) because Figure 4, uses an iterative and recursive function, where n is the vertex and e 

is the number of edges. However, the FindContext [11] algorithm uses nested iterative loop. So the 

complexity is O(n2), where n is the number of nodes from leaf frame tree. Thirdly, according to Figure 6, in 

the object elements modification algorithm, where n is the number of vertex, the complexity is O(n) and in 

the subpage navigation algorithm [24], where n is the number of nodes of the DOM tree, the complexity is 

O(n). Fourthly, in Figure 7, the geometric height and width calculation algorithm complexity is O(n) where n 
is the number of vertex and in the subpage navigation algorithm [24], where n is the number of nodes in 

DOM tree, the complexity is O(n). When compared with other algorithms the over-all complexities of 

GreedyAdapter algorithms are almost the same. However, the object identification algorithm’s complexity is 

less than the FindContext [11] algorithm. 

 

Table 2. The time complexity comparison of the algorithms. 

 
Algorithm  Time Complexity of Greedy-

adaptor 

Time Complexity of Other 

Systems 

Blocks Identification Algorithm O(n) O(n) 

Objects Identification Algorithm O(n+e) O(n2) 

Object Elements Modification Algorithm O(n) O(n) 

Contents Geometric Height and Width Calculation 

Algorithm 

O(n) O(n) 
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4. USABILITY STUDY 

This section describes the background of the usability study methods and the experiments. The 

study has been designed to investigate efficiency, effectiveness and users satisfaction (in some tasks 

situation) of both the GreedyAdapter and the Google Wireless Transcoder systems. The primary goal of this 

evaluation is to test whether the hypothesis can be supported by the GreedyAdapter or not. In the following 

sections the GreedyAdapter is referred to as GA and the Google Wireless Transcoder is referred to as GWT. 
The reason for selecting GWT is that it has user preference option. Moreover, it not only transforms all the 

web contents to fit the mobile phone screen but also converts long web pages into subpages. McGrath’s [23] 

practical framework follows a simple structured approach to gather information and evidence. Moreover to 

conduct the test use the laboratory.    
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